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Outline of the Talk:Outline of the Talk:
 Short Overview of Short Overview of GRBsGRBs
 Why is GRB polarization interestingWhy is GRB polarization interesting

 GRB polarization: an unresolved relativistic jetGRB polarization: an unresolved relativistic jet
 Polarization of the prompt Polarization of the prompt γγ-ray emission:-ray emission:

theoretical expectations   (relatively in detail)theoretical expectations   (relatively in detail)

 Polarization of early X-ray afterglow  Polarization of early X-ray afterglow    (brief)(brief)

 ConclusionsConclusions



Observations: Observations: Prompt GRBPrompt GRB

νν Variable light curveVariable light curve

νν Duration: Duration: ~10~10-2-2
  ––  101033 sec sec

νν Spectrum: non-thermalSpectrum: non-thermal
ννFFνν  peaks at peaks at EEpp~0.1-1~0.1-1  MeVMeV

      EEpp  ∝∝ (E (Eγγ,,isoiso))1/21/2  ((AmatiAmati et al. 03) et al. 03)

νν Rapid variability, non thermal spectrum & z~1Rapid variability, non thermal spectrum & z~1
⇒⇒ relativistic source ( relativistic source (ΓΓ  __  100100) ) (compactness problem:(compactness problem:
Schmidt 1978; Schmidt 1978; FenimoreFenimore et al. 1993; Woods & Loeb 1995; et al. 1993; Woods & Loeb 1995;……))
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Observations:Observations: Afterglow Afterglow
νν X-rayX-ray, , opticaloptical &  & radioradio emission over emission over

daysdays  ,   , weeksweeks &  & monthsmonths, respectively, after a GRB, respectively, after a GRB
νν Spectrum:Spectrum: consists of several power law segments consists of several power law segments

& is well fit by & is well fit by synchrotronsynchrotron emission emission

GRB 970508GRB 970508
Spectrum at 12.1 days Spectrum at 12.1 days 
((GalamaGalama et al. 1998) et al. 1998)



X-ray light curvesX-ray light curves
Of several Of several GRBsGRBs

((PiroPiro 1999) 1999)

Optical light curve ofOptical light curve of
GRB 990510GRB 990510

(Harrison et al. 1999)(Harrison et al. 1999)

νν Light curve:Light curve: power law decay; some afterglows show power law decay; some afterglows show
an achromatic an achromatic steepeningsteepening of the light curve ( of the light curve (‘‘jetjet
breakbreak’’))

νν z ~ 1 + z ~ 1 + fluencefluence  ⇒⇒ energy output in  energy output in γγ-rays:-rays:
υυ assuming assuming isotropic emission:isotropic emission:  EEγγ,,isoiso ~10 ~105252-10-105454 erg erg
υυ correcting for a jet: correcting for a jet: EEγγ ~10 ~105151 erg erg



Theory: Theory: Fireball vs. Fireball vs. PoyntingPoynting Flux Flux
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 It teaches us about the magnetic field structure in theIt teaches us about the magnetic field structure in the
GRB GRB ejectaejecta & provides clues as to whether most of & provides clues as to whether most of
energy is inenergy is in  PoyntingPoynting flux flux or  or kinetic energykinetic energy::
 EEM  ≫≫ Ekin  ⇒⇒  ordered magnetic field is expectedordered magnetic field is expected
 Ekin __ EEM  ⇒⇒ ordered & random fields are possible ordered & random fields are possible

 Provides a strong test for the structure of GRB jets,Provides a strong test for the structure of GRB jets,
both in the prompt GRB & in the afterglowboth in the prompt GRB & in the afterglow

 Probes magnetic field structure behind afterglow shockProbes magnetic field structure behind afterglow shock

 Helps pin down cause of time variability in afterglowsHelps pin down cause of time variability in afterglows

Why is GRB Polarization InterestingWhy is GRB Polarization Interesting



Polarization of Synchrotron EmissionPolarization of Synchrotron Emission

νν linear polarizationlinear polarization perpendicular to the projection of perpendicular to the projection of
B B on the plane of the skyon the plane of the sky

 The maximal polarization is for the local emissionThe maximal polarization is for the local emission
from an ordered from an ordered BB-field: -field: PPmaxmax=(=(αα+1+1)/()/(αα+5/3)+5/3)  wherewhere  FFνν
∝∝  νν--αα,,  -1/3 -1/3 ≤≤  αα  __ 1.5  1.5 ⇒⇒  50%50%  ≤≤  PPmax max __ 80% 80%
((RybickiRybicki & & Lightman Lightman 1979 1979;;  GranotGranot 2003) 2003)
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P = 0P = 0

P = P = PPmaxmax

Shock Produced Magnetic Field:
 A magnetic field that is produced at a relativisticA magnetic field that is produced at a relativistic

collisionlesscollisionless shock, due to the two-stream instability, is shock, due to the two-stream instability, is
expected to be expected to be tangled within the plane of the shocktangled within the plane of the shock
((MedvedevMedvedev & Loeb 1999) & Loeb 1999)

Magnetic field
tangled within
a (shock) plane

Photon emitted
normal to plane

nnphph  ==  nnshsh

Photon emitted
along the plane

nnph ph   ⊥⊥  nnshsh

θ P = PP = Pmaxmaxsinsin22θθ/(1+cos/(1+cos22θθ))
(Liang 1980)P

P



Relativistic source: Γ
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 ‘relativistic beaming’
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Polarization in the observer frame

Ordered field
in shock plane

Random field
in shock plane
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Polarization of Prompt Polarization of Prompt γγ-ray emission:-ray emission:
GRB 021206GRB 021206  P = 80% P = 80% ±± 20%  20% (Coburn & Boggs 2003)(Coburn & Boggs 2003)

Extremely bright GRB, 18Extremely bright GRB, 18°° from the sun from the sun  ⇒⇒
favorable for measuring polarization with RHESSIfavorable for measuring polarization with RHESSI

Photon energy range: Photon energy range: 0.15 0.15 −− 2.0  2.0 MeVMeV
Integration time: Integration time: 5 sec5 sec
Significance: Significance: P > 0 P > 0 at better thanat better than 5.7  5.7 σσ

However: this result is controvertial
Rutledge & Fox (2003) claim:

A factor of ~10 less relevant photon scattering
events in the detector ⇒⇒ P cannot be constrained

There is an ongoing controversy
(stay tuned for the next two talks)



Polarization of prompt Polarization of prompt γγ-ray -ray emission:emission:
Theoretical ExpectationsTheoretical Expectations

νν Shock produced B-field + Shock produced B-field + θθobsobs  __  θθjj--1/1/ΓΓ  ⇒⇒  P P ≈≈ 0 0
νν P P ~~  PPmaxmax can be achieved in the following ways: can be achieved in the following ways:
    (1)     (1) ordered magnetic fieldordered magnetic field in the in the ejecta ejecta,,
    (2)     (2) special geometryspecial geometry: : θθjj <  < θθobsobs  __  θθjj++1/1/ΓΓ  ⇒⇒  narrow jet:narrow jet:
θθjj  __  1/1/ΓΓ  (works with a shock produced magnetic field)(works with a shock produced magnetic field)

Waxman (2003)



Ordered Magnetic Field in theOrdered Magnetic Field in the Ejecta Ejecta::
Total emission from jetTotal emission from jet

Afterglow:Afterglow:
instantaneous emissioninstantaneous emission

Prompt GRB:Prompt GRB:
time integrated emissiontime integrated emission

((Granot 2003)Granot 2003)
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νν FFνν  ∝∝  νν--αα, , PP increases with  increases with αα

νν PP from an ordered B-field is from an ordered B-field is
slightly larger in afterglowslightly larger in afterglow



Narrow Jet + shock produced B-fieldNarrow Jet + shock produced B-field
 High polarization + reasonable flux High polarization + reasonable flux ⇒⇒  θθjj  <<  θθobsobs  __  θθjj++1/1/ΓΓ

νν A reasonable probability for suchA reasonable probability for such  θθobs obs ⇒⇒  ΓΓθθj j __  a fewa few
νν SinceSince  ΓΓ  __  100 100 &&  θθjj  __  0.05, 0.05, ΓΓθθjj  __  5 5 and is typically largerand is typically larger
 However GRB 021206 was very bright, suggesting aHowever GRB 021206 was very bright, suggesting a

very narrow jet: very narrow jet: f = 1.6f = 1.6××1010-4-4 erg erg which for  which for z~1 z~1 impliesimplies
EEisoiso~~10105454

  erg erg &&  θθj j ~~ ( (10105151erg/erg/EEisoiso))1/2 1/2 ~~ 0.03  0.03 (Frail et al. 01)(Frail et al. 01)

νν ⇒⇒  ΓΓθθjj  ~~  3(3(ΓΓ/100/100) ) ⇒⇒  ΓΓθθjj  __  a fewa few  is possible is possible (Waxman 03)(Waxman 03)

 The jet must have sharp edges:The jet must have sharp edges:  ΔθΔθjj  __  1/41/4ΓΓ  ((NakarNakar et al. 03) et al. 03)

 a a ‘‘structured jetstructured jet’’ produces low polarization ( produces low polarization (several %several %))

 Most Most GRBs GRBs are viewed from are viewed from θθobsobs  < < θθj j and areand are
expected to have a very low polarization in thisexpected to have a very low polarization in this
scenarioscenario



Random B-field in sock planeRandom B-field in sock plane

yyjj  ≡≡  ((ΓΓθθjj))22

  FFνν  ∝∝  νν--αα

νν ΔΓΔΓ  ~~  ΓΓ between different shell collisions (different between different shell collisions (different
pulses in GRB light curve) reduces pulses in GRB light curve) reduces PP  by a factor by a factor ~~ 2 2

B

Γ

((Granot Granot  2003) 2003)



XXXXP P ~~ 80% 80%

ΓΓθθj j __  a fewa few, , ΔΓΔΓ  ~~  ΓΓ,,
BBrndrnd  (afterglow (afterglow obsobs.).)

SomeSome B Brndrnd required required
for Fermi accelerationfor Fermi acceleration

PotentialPotential
problemsproblems

Similar to prompt GRBSimilar to prompt GRB
((low low PP in most  in most GRBsGRBs))

High High PP - similar to - similar to
the prompt GRBthe prompt GRB

OpticalOptical
flashflash

low low PP in most in most GRBs GRBsHigh High PP in all  in all GRBsGRBsstatisticsstatistics

withwith  BBrndrnd  __  BB⊥⊥withwith  BBrndrnd  >>  BBordordP P __ 10% 10%
withwith  BBrndrnd  __  BBordordP P ~~ 25% 25%

XXP P ~~ 50% 50%

Narrow JetNarrow JetOrdered FieldOrdered Field



Temporal evolution of PolarizationTemporal evolution of Polarization
within a pulse in the GRB within a pulse in the GRB liht liht curve:curve:

Ordered
 B-field:

‘short pulse’ (ΔΔRR<<RR) ‘long pulse’ (ΔΔRR>>RR)

Random field
in shock plane:

(Nakar, Piran & 
Waxman 2003)



Position Angle in Different Pulses:Position Angle in Different Pulses:
 In the In the internal shocksinternal shocks model, the polarization model, the polarization

position angle position angle θθpp is expected to remain constant is expected to remain constant
between different pulses in the GRB light curve,between different pulses in the GRB light curve,
both for both for BBordord or narrow jet+shock produced field or narrow jet+shock produced field

 For the For the external shocksexternal shocks model  model θθpp is expected to is expected to
vary between different the pulsesvary between different the pulses
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Alternative to Synchrotron: Alternative to Synchrotron: Compton DragCompton Drag
(Bulk Inverse Compton Scattering of External photons)(Bulk Inverse Compton Scattering of External photons)

  (Lazzati et al. 2003; Dar & De Rujula 2003, Eichler & Levinson 2003)

 Requires a special geometry and/or viewing angle,Requires a special geometry and/or viewing angle,
θθj j <<  θθobsobs  __  θθjj++1/1/ΓΓ

 Similar polarization properties as a shock produced B-Similar polarization properties as a shock produced B-
field with one relative advantage: the local polarizationfield with one relative advantage: the local polarization
P=(1-cosP=(1-cos22θθ)/(1+cos)/(1+cos22θθ) ) can reach up to can reach up to 100%100% while while
PPmaxmax  ~~  70%70% for synchrotron for synchrotron

 Shares drawbacks of shock produced field + narrow jetShares drawbacks of shock produced field + narrow jet
 It has additional problems, unrelated to polarization:It has additional problems, unrelated to polarization:

 Explaining the prompt GRB spectrumExplaining the prompt GRB spectrum
 Supplying external photons for all the ejected shellsSupplying external photons for all the ejected shells

 High photon density High photon density ⇒⇒  small radiismall radii  ⇒⇒  highhigh  ττγγγγ



 Linear polarization at the level of Linear polarization at the level of   P P ~ ~ 1%-3%1%-3%
was detected in several optical afterglowswas detected in several optical afterglows

 In some cases In some cases PP varied, but usually  varied, but usually θθpp  ≈≈  constconst
 Different from predictions of uniform or structured jetDifferent from predictions of uniform or structured jet

((CovinoCovino et al. 1999) et al. 1999)

((GorosabelGorosabel et al. 1999) et al. 1999)

Afterglow Polarization: Afterglow Polarization: ObservationsObservations

GRB 020813GRB 020813



Afterglow Polarization: Afterglow Polarization: TheoryTheory
the polarization is usually attributed to a jet geometrythe polarization is usually attributed to a jet geometry
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 θθp flips by 90o at ttjet

Ordered 
B-field*:

*Granot & Königl 03

Log(tt)P
 θθp = const

tt0

νν P(tP(t≪≪ttjj) ) ~~  P(tP(t~~ttjj))
while for jetwhile for jet    modelsmodels
P(tP(t≪≪ttjj))  ≪≪  P(tP(t~~ttjj))



Conclusions:
 Ordered magnetic fieldOrdered magnetic field in the  in the ejectaejecta naturally produces naturally produces

PP  ~~  30%30%  --  65%65%, for , for all all GRBsGRBs (all  (all θθobsobs) & ) & reverse shockreverse shock

 P P should increase with the spectral indexshould increase with the spectral index  αα ( (FFνν∝∝νν
--αα))

 Narrow jet + Narrow jet + shock produced B-fieldshock produced B-field  oror  Compton dragCompton drag
naturally producenaturally produce P~20%-30% P~20%-30% for  for θθj j <<  θθobsobs  __  θθjj++1/1/ΓΓ

   but    but for most for most GRBsGRBs  θθobsobs  __  θθjj and  and P P ≈≈ 0 0
νν The temporal evolution of The temporal evolution of P P within a single pulse canwithin a single pulse can

help distinguish between help distinguish between ordered B-fieldordered B-field  && a  a shockshock
produced B-fieldproduced B-field  oror  Compton dragCompton drag

νν The The polpol. . position angleposition angle  θθpp   in different pulses can help in different pulses can help
distinguish between distinguish between internalinternal &  & externalexternal shocks shocks

νν Polarization measurements in Polarization measurements in early X-ray afterglowearly X-ray afterglow
can test the GRB can test the GRB jet structurejet structure & the possible role of & the possible role of
ordered magnetic fieldordered magnetic field component:  component: P(tP(t≪≪ttjetjet) ) ~~
P(tP(t~~ttjetjet))


